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Marie Steele to Sam Steele
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162 Hutchison St.

July 22nd

My darling,
You cannot imagine how much pleasure your two dear letters 

written from Lethbridge on the 18th afforded me being quite 
unexpected. They came this afternoon & I was so pleased to hear of 
all the people you met & called on. The wedding must have been a 
very grand affair & the presents fine. I am sure you looked very nice 
as the uniform is becoming to you & you are in such splendid form. I 
much fear those who heard me sing in the long ago would not care to 
hear me now. I can sing just enough to amuse myself.
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I am sure Minnie must have been delighted to see you & will no doubt 
write & tell me about it. You must have been lionized at the wedding 
almost as much as the bridegroom as your old friends were so 
pleased to shake hands with you again. The bride in her photo 
seemed quite pretty. So Kevin looks old & grey! I have been told he is 
quite attentive to Minnie - is it true? She is enjoying her stay in L.  
immensely - people are fond of her & she dotes on the place. She is 
very friendly with [Vibert] too but in a sisterly sort of way, as he is a 
divorced man, she never could marry him. Norman Macleod must be 
doing well & I suppose helps his mother. The irrigating of that part
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of the country made the town - trees are planted & grow well they 
say, so that it must be nice. Are the [Darch’s] still there? I know the 
Bentleys are gone long ago. Minnie must have talked a blue streak to 
use a slang expression, a thing I am seldom guilty of. She will regret 
leaving Lethbridge, will she not? Why should there be so much 
jealousy in the Force about the S.A. Veterans? all had an opportunity 
to go & if some did not take advantage of it, why should they envy 
those who did? What kind of stores has D.J. Campbell? I thought he 
still was sheriff - how is his wife? She used to be rather delicate you 



know. I suppose the chasms you mean that must be crossed at a 
snails [sic] pace, are those up that long coulee’ on the old trail, 
coming down to the river and up the other side. Did you like 
McGillvray? he is said to be a nice fellow. I do not think Regie 
McGillis will go back west, although he is very eager to do so & likes 
that part of the country better than any. Capt. Mcdonnell called 
yesterday & I gave him the message re writing to [Bright] - he 
seemed pleased & hopes you will be successful. He remained three 
weeks in Toronto & found it a fine city. he will likely write you his 
impressions. I had tea or rather ice cream with
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him at Morgan’s this p.m. We went to Shaw’s where I purchased 
tickets to the Band concert for mine & he bought one for himself. We 
will be altogeth. - Frank & his two ladies & ourselves. I hope the night 
will be fine, as the streets are so dirty that they are impossible when it 
rains. It poured this p.m. but we had no thunder & lightning. There 
were storms in many places on Saturday, but it was very little here in 
a way; compared to what they had in Cornwall, ours was nothing. 
The folks who went to V - yesterday had a most enjoyable time, 
everything being done to make it pleasant. Well, dear, I wonder what 
you will decide about
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 the children - Gertrude will fear leaving us very much I know. She 
does beg so hard for me to take her up. I told & wrote you all 
particulars - prices of board & tuition etc. I hope if they remain that 
they will be well looked after, poor dears. As it is late & I feel rather 
tired, I think I shall say good night. God bless you my darling - you 
say you are homesick! surely that cannot be true - if so, you will miss 
the little ones very much, & take a long time to become accustomed 
to their absence. Many sweet kisses - pleasant dreams….
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It is now Sunday 11 a.m. & I come to end this letter dear. It rained 
hard all night, the morning has been cloudy but it is cleansing & the 
sun shines brightly now & then. I wrote Mrs. Lewis on Sunday after I 
favoured you. The laundry people in London sent their bill for 
£1.7.41/2 per yesterday’s mail for the washing Mrs. [Theobald] had 
done at our expense. I think I would give her a piece of my mind were 
she near. If we were to judge the nation by a few, they would be 



thought very low, I fancy, our experience has not been favourable in 
any way. I have not yet sent the £6 she charges us, not having it, but 
presume I shall have to do so - what do you say? They make no 
allowance for the 19 [s] for repairing chair at Barkers nor for other 
things done by you. It is a bother that the girlies will have to wear 
black if they stay, as they have so many nice coloured gowns, etc 
which will be practically useless & the expense of purchasing black is 
annoying - however, there is no help for it. Well, dear I am taking the 
family to the concert. I had to buy five tickets as I want the children to 
hear the band which belongs to Papa’s command. I took 50 cts ones, 
because all these incidentals count eh, dear? I must leave you now - 
God bless you dear. All join in fond love 

Your own true devoted wifie,
Maye.
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